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Riverside drive in monsterama

Test sheets braindumps selftestengine certkiller testking WELCOME TO OFFICIAL 2011 DRIVE-IN SUPER MONSTER-RAMA SITE! Join us on the Riverside Drive In Theatre Facebook page HERE and take care of Like DONATIONS: $1, $5, $10, $20 or whatever, all proceeds will ABSOLUTELY go to movie rental, as well as trailer, cartoon and classic concession film
acquisitions. If you want to contribute PayPal, click on the button below. What is DRIVE-IN SUPER MONSTER-RAMA? Now in our fifth year! The ultimate journey in the time of the great old days of drive-in cinema is back! DRIVE-IN SUPER MONSTER-RAMA is two nights of classic horror and science fiction 35mm graphics (including some new prints, and several in Technicolor
and Scope) presented in an authentic, hospitable drive-in cinema. There will be two big shows on two consecutive nights that will start at dusk and last until really late at night! This is the fifth year in a row that we have hosted such an event, so we encourage all East Coast fanatics (or wherever you are!) to attend and experience something you will never forget! What could be
better than a weekend getaway with two nights of classic monster movies on the big outdoor screen? We realize it's all so expensive these days, but admission is (still) only $10 per person every night! In addition, children 12 and under are free with a parent or adult guardian (parental guidance is of course suggested, but this is in case you want to put the little tights to sleep in the
backseat instead of hiring a nanny). How can you top that? Riverside's concession stand is packed with reasonably priced goods that patrons continue to rave about, including hot food, hot and cold drinks, sweets, popcorn and much, much more! Their concession stand always gets compliments, and that's one of the things that makes fans of this event want to come back for
more. We guarantee that this will most likely be your only chance to watch so many of these movies on the drive-in screen all in one big weekend, so make plans to participate. You won't be sorry! Where else will you see the likes of Vincent Price (Vinnie's Happy 100th Birthday!), Boris Karloff, Christopher Lee, Peter Cushing, Barbara Steele, Robert Quarry and Cameron Mitchell in
a real drive-in theatre, all in one weekend? Nowhere else, that's where! What is displayed and when? On Friday, September 9, the hallmarks will be BLACK SABBATH, THE LAST MAN ON EARTH, THE CASTLE OF BLOOD AND THE ISLAND DOOMED. On Saturday, September 10, features will be DISGUSTING DR. PHIBES, DR. PHIBES RISES AGAIN, COUNT YORGA,
VAMPIRE AND I, MONSTER. Every night we will also present a series of vintage exploitation and monster movies between features that we know you will simply like! We will also have cartoons, classic advertisements for concession stands and a few short surprise themes! Where's the theater? DRIVE-IN SUPER MONSTER-RAMA will be at the Riverside Drive-In Theater in
Vandergrift, PA. For the dates of September 9th and 10th, the theatre will dedicate its screen exclusively to these special evenings of vintage entertainment. The actual location of the theater ride reads: Riverside Drive In Theatre, Route 66 N, Vandergrift, PA 15690. If you put this information on Mapquest as your destination, you can easily access the instructions from your home
location. If you're using a GPS system, put your destination in as 2780 River Road, Vandergrift, PA 15690. The theater's phone number is 724-568-1250 and their website www.riversidedrivein.com. Accommodation and night camping Since DRIVE-IN SUPER MONSTER-RAMA is a big weekend event, we've compiled a list of hotels near Riverside Drive-In that you can watch by
clicking HERE. Interested in accommodation in the camp, click HERE. Riverside Drive-In again offers a selection of camping at the Drive-In on Friday and Saturday nights. The price is $10.00 per person/per night. The price of camping is separate from the ticket price. In addition, we offer breakfast and use of toilets throughout the night. Makeshift showers will be set up again, so
bring towels and washing wash washes in the toilets. www.riversidedrivein.com . Special guest supplier: CREEPY CLASSICS Once again, Ron Adams and our friends and supporters from Creepy Classics and Monster Bash will be set up with tables inside the concession stand on both nights. They'll be selling DVDs from the '100s, monster books, monster magazines, monster
posters, monster shirts, monster toys and more. Be sure to visit them! Links of interest: Monster Bash Creepy Classics Exhumed Films Drive Invasion Shock It To Me! I HOPE TO SEE YOU AT THE DRIVE-IN!!! HOME Trib Total Media © Copyright 2020 I've done this four times and every time I do it there's a moment on the road where I think to myself why am I doing it? Why am I
driving over 1,000 miles and spending money I don't have to go from Nebraska to Pennsylvania just to watch The Horror of Party Beach for the fourth time? Then I found myself in the Riverside Drive In, spinning like Julie Andrews in The Sounds of Music and remembering, oh yes. That's why I'm coming here. Because it's worth it. I'm a fan of monster movies. I'm friends with
people who meet me at special monster movie events. And there's no better place I've found all over the country than watching a monster movie at riverside drive in Vandergrift Pennsylvania. Twice a year Riverside Drive In (which is actually very close to the banks of the river, believe it or not) hosts entire night monster film festivals. The one in spring, known as April Ghoul's Day,
I was once as they tended to show 70s and 80s exploitation and horror movies and it gets cold as balls once the sun goes down. For scheduling and not freezing to death reasons They prefer Monsteram in September, where movies are black and white, the temperature only drops into the 40s and my friends from all over the country get together. I'm not going to go over movies
one by one (someone remake the Tingler, skip the atomic age of vampires), but I'm going to throw a few random things I love about Monsterama at you: -Snack bar decorates for the occasion along with Frankenstein monster, spider webs and more -Food is quality cuisine and staff doing their butt off -Casual horror celebrities like Toma Savini and Doug Bradley show up. No one
on this trip, but still cool -Play an amazing vintage come to the snack bar interludes between movies -They start with a national anthem that includes animation of the space program as part of what makes America exceptional -When the fog rolls early in the morning a picture of ghosts and you can see it on the fog. It's hard to explain, but absolutely mesmerizing to watch -Some of
my friends make the most amazing, off-left field comments. It's a classic you had to be there, but it's part of having my life worth living. - Drive in is in this amazing natural bowl. To sneak in, you'd need repellent equipment, and the consequence seems to be that the sound is ringing out in a really spooky, awesome way. - They sell Coke made with sugar in glass bottles from
vending machines. You actually have to pop the tip on the machine or go thirsty. - Monster movie buffs are a uniqe breed. The stereotype is that they are deeply introverted, always online who may not have social graces. I've met people like that. I have also met serious professionals, extremely generous people and wonderful salt country types who have nothing in common
except a love of rubber monsters and poor synchronisation. These are my people and I love them. Cinemas United States Pennsylvania Vandergrift Riverside Drive-In 250 cars 4 people favorite this theater Riverside Drive-In (Official) Additional Info Functions: Movies (First Ride) Previous names: Lee's Woodland Drive-In, Galaxy Drive-In Phone Numbers: Box Office: 724.568.1250
Nearby Theaters Carmike 3 Casino Theatre Penn Theatre Strand Theater Family Drive-In News About This Theater Jun 26, 2014 — DRIVE-IN SUPER MONSTER-RAMA Mar 8, 2014 — Riverside Drive-In Theatre to Host 2nd Annual APRIL GHOULS DRIVE-IN MONSTER-RAMA! Jul 15, 2013 — Riverside Drive-In Theatre will host the 7th Annual DRIVE-IN SUPER MONSTER-
RAMA! Jan 20, 2013 — APRIL GHOULS DRIVE-IN MONSTER-RAMA! Jun 12, 2012 — Drive-In Super Monster-Rama 2012 Apr 28, 2011 — DRIVE-IN SUPER MONSTER-RAMA 2011 at Riverside Drive-In Jun 16, 2010 — Drive-In Super Monster-Rama, September 10-11, 2010 Jun 5, 2009 — DRIVE-IN SUPER MONSTER-RAMA May 20, 2008 — Drive-In Super Monster-Rama
September 12-13 This drive-in is open until May 1949. Lee's Drive-In closed in 1978. In 1995, Jim Lipuma was awarded the 2000 World Cup. After working for almost ten years, this drive-in closed again on September 26, 2004. In July 2005, he was sentenced to 10 years in prison. Contributed to Lost Memory, Todd Ament Get Movie Tickets &amp; Showtimes Showtimes
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